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Chairman's Statement Founder's Statement
Two years ago from the time of this
writing. I had not the slightest
intimation that I would now be chairing
the Mythopoeic Conference XVIII. That I
am is largely due to the machinations of
Diana Pavlac and Glen GoodKnight.
Diana . .as chair of "Mythcon 16", was
interested in having another in the
Midwest. Glen had noticed the potential
Juxtaposition of the Tolkien Archives at
Marquette University and the fiftieth
anniversary of The Hobbit's publication.
Both had noticed the handy proximity
of a fan who had had experience on
approximately
forty
convention
committees and was also a fan of the
mythopoeic --- to wit. myself. Both those
worthies applied some armtwisting at
Wheaton. which set me to thinking.
When I got together with John Rateliff
and Taum Santoski(both had also been
approached at Wheaton). veterans of the
1983 Marquette Tolkien Conference,
the die was all but cast. The
encouragement of Georgie Schnobrich,
the eventual fourth musketeer of the
"Mythcon 18" board, and my own
egotistical desire to actually chair my
"own" convention were all it took. The
results, after two years of work, we
present for your delectation.
The assistance of Jared Lobdell and
Richard West in attracting and screening
the unprecedently large number of fine
paper submissions were especially
valuable, as were the services of Janice
Bogstad in scheduling.
Of course, this conference would not be
anything like its present form with out
the gracious attendance of Messrs.
Christopher Tolkien and John Bellairs,
to whom we are deeply grateful.
We hope you will enjoy the Conference.

Welcome to this year's very special
Mythopoeic Conference, celebrating
both the 50th anniversary of The Hobbit
and the 20th anniversary of the founding
of The Mythopoeic Society. This, like
each Conference of the Mythopoeic
Society, is special unto itself. These
conferences have been described as a
cross between a science fiction/fantasy
convention and an academic conference,
since there are elements of both to be
found. But here one plus one does not
equal two
it equals three. A
Mythopoeic Conference has its own
distinct character. Part of this character
is a sense of community. Mythopoeic
Conferences are meant for, and are
primarily attended by, people who share
an enduring interest in specific authors
and genres of writing that have touched
them deeply, and have shaped their
intellectual growth, imagination, and
creativity. Here we can relax and find
others of like mind to share and
challenge ideas; here we can meet and
renew already formed friendships. Those
who have been to previous Mythopoeic
Society Conferences will understand
what I say. For those for whom this is a
first Mythopoeic Conference, there are
friends here waiting to be met. Savor the
Conference's multifaceted qualities.
Mingle, share, enjoy: we are glad you are
here.

Glen GoodKnight
Founder

Art Credits
Sylvia Hunnewell

Gregory G.H. Rihn
Conference Chairman
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Autho r Guest of Honor: John Bellai rs
An Apprecia tion and a Checklist
by Wayne Hammond

Well, I wouldn't go so far as to say that
the old boy was feedin' you a line of bull,
but ... like I say, he loves good stories
and he sure knows how to tell 'em!"
Grampa Dixon, in The Curse of the Blue
Figurine, was speaking of madcap
Professor Childerma ss, but he might as
well have been describing author John
Bellairs.
Readers of fantasy know (at least) his
Face in the Frost, that strange, funny
phantasma goria set "several centuries(o r
so) ago, in a country whose name doesn't
matter," which tells the adventures of "a
tall, skinny, straggly-be arded old wizard
named Prospero, and the one you are
thinking of either." This was the first of
John Bellair's novels in a sub-genre one
might call the Eccentric Fantasy, or the
Nightmare with Comic Relief. His
oddball heroes unwittingl y activate
talismans, or awaken evil spirits, or in
some way run afoul of supernatu ral
forces beyond their ken and almost
beyond their ability to survive. In so
doing, they enter a living nightmare
which they will not exit without chills
and thrills aplenty and absurd humour
more or less. It is an unlikely
combinatio n, the spine-tingl ing with the
rib-ticklin g, but one which Bellairs
brings off with success, each extreme
enhancing the other.
In some ways, though, John Bellairs
later books are very different from The
Face in the Frost. In these, beginning
with The House with a Clock in Its Walls
and including the non-super natural
mystery The Treasure of Alpheus
Winterborn , the chief protagonis ts are
not profession al wizards like Prospero,
but children, none of them a super-boy
or girl, occasionall y resourcefu l but with
children's fears and limitations ; their
mentors are elderly(tho ugh spry). and
even when skilled in magic are amateurs
compared with their sorcerous
adversarie s; and these children and
1

John Bellairs
their adult friends face evil note in an
imaginary land like that in which
Prospero journeys, but in the good old
U.S.A. While The Face in the Frost is a
crazy-quil t of the familiar and the
fantastic, Bellairs' later stories are so
firmly rooted in actuality that the ghost
of Eliphaz Moss could, perhaps, haunt
the reader's own neighborho od and the
eerie estate of Weatheren d could lie just
beyond the next hill.
John Bellairs is a native of Michigan,
was educated at Notre Dame and
Chicago, taught in Minnesota and
Illinois, and now lives in Massachus etts
north of Boston. Both his Midwester n
origins and his adopted Northeast are
reflected in his books---in the New
Zebedee,
Michigan
of
Lewis
Barnavelt( The House with a Clock in Its
Walls, The Figure in the Shadows, The
Letter, The Witch, and The Ring). the
Hoosac,
Minnesot a of Anthony
Monday( The Treasure of Alpheus
Winterbor n,
The Dark Secret of
Weathere nd), the Duston Height,
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Massachusetts of Johnny Dixon(The

The Treasure of Alpheus Winterbom. Illustrated

Curse of the Blue Figurine, The Mummy,
the Will and the Crypt, The Spell of the
Sorceror's Skull, The Revenge of the
Wizard's Ghost, The Eyes of the Killer

by Judith Gwyn Brown. New York: Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich,
1978; New York: Bantam
Books(Skylark). l 980(pbk . ). Adapted for
television,
first
broadcast
December
1980(CBS-1V) .
The Curse of the Blue Figurine. Frontispiece by
Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books, 1983; New
York: Bantam Books(Skylark). 1984(pbk.) .
The Mummy, the Will, and the Crypt. Frontispiece
and maps by Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books,
1984; New York: Bantam Books(Skylark).
1986(pbk.).
The Spell of the Sorceror's Skull. Frontispiece by
Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books, 1984; New
York: Bantam Books(Skylark), 1985(pbk.).
The Dark Secret of Weatherend. Frontispiece Dy
Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books, 1984; New
York: Bantam books(Skylark), 1986(pbk.) .
The Revenge of the Wizard's Ghost. Frontispiece
and map by Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books,
1985; New York: Bantam Books(Skylark).
1986(pbk.).
The Eyes of the Killer Robot. Frontispiece by
Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Books, 1986.

Robot). To these might-be towns he
brings real memories of the 1940s and
50s, when Lewis and Anthony and
Johnny and John Bellairs himself were
young --- for nostalgia's sake, may be, but
the period matters: to a modern reader
accustomed to laser beams and VCRs, a
technological response to ghosts and
spells and clocks that wind down toward
Doomsday seem less likely in the years
of radio dramas and Wildroot Cream Oil
that it would be in a more recent setting.
Fergie, in The Revenge of the Wizard's
Ghost, considers that "the rushing wind
and their flashlights acting funny ... might
be caused by electromagnetic forces, or
x~rays" ---but Bellairs does not write Tom
Swift(or more to the period, Rick
Brant's Electronic Adventures). To
defeat the powers of darkness, his
heroes rely instead on their ingenuity,
on boldness and bravery, and on their
love for one another. By emphasizing
these best qualities of humankind, John
Bellairs raises his stories above the level
of ordinary thrillers and shows us the
way out of nightmares even of our own
making.

Selected Secondary References
Carter, Lin. Imaginary Worlds : The Art of
Fantasy. New York: Ballantine Books, 1973.
Describes and praises, pp. 165-67, The Face in the
Frost.
Contemporary Authors. New Revision Series.
Detroit: Gale Research, 1983. Vol. 8. p. 55.

Books by John Bellairs
St. Fidgeta and Other Parodies. Illustrated by
Marilyn Fitschen. New York: Macmillan. 1966.
Title story originally appeared as "St. Fidgeta: Her
Life and Amazing Times" in The Critic, June-July
1965

The Pedant and the Shuifly. Drawings by Marilyn
Fitschen. New York: Macmillan, 1968
The Face tn the Frost. Illustrated by Marilyn
Fitschen. New York: Macmillan, 1969; New York:
Ace Books, 1978(pbk.).
The House with a Clock in Its Walls. Pictures by

Edward Gorey. New York: Dial Press, 1973; New
York: Dell(Yearling), 1974(pbk.). Dramatized in
Once Upon a Midnight Dreary, first broadcast
1979(CBS-1V).
The Figure in the Shadows. Drawings by Mercer

Mayer. New York: Dial Press, 1975; New York:
Dell(Yearling), 1977(pbk.).
The Letter, the Witch, and the Ring. Drawings by
Richard Egielski. New York: Dial Press, 1976; New
York: Dell(Yearling), 1977(pbk.) .

Tolk.ien Exhibition Art Fund
These individuals have contributed to
the support of the Haggerty Hobbit
Exhibit in the name of the Mythopoeic
Society.

Ian Ballantine
Sarah Beach
Margaret Gemtgnant
James H. Larson
Alison S. Lewis
Taum Santoski
Anne Osborn
Glen GoodKnight
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A Histo ry of the Myth opoe ic Socie ty

This history is written for those new to
the Mythopo eic Society and those of
Mythopo eic Conferen ce XVIII who may
ask how the Society began. and how it
became what it is now. This is a personal
overview by its Founder . No single
person can know everythin g about the
Society. and keeping that in mind. I
write about those things I know best.
I first read The Hobbit and The Lord of
the Rings in 1957. and I discovere d the
Chronicl es of Narnia the next year.
These books were powerful . satisfyin g.
and seminal to a change in world-vie w
for a teenage mind. During the following
years I sought out and read everythin g I
could fmd by, and about. these two men.
By this process I discovere d by 1964 the
richness of Charles Williams .
But I was alone. I knew absolute ly no
one else who was familiar with these
authors. Then Ace Books printed its
unauthor ized edition of The Lord of the
Rings, and soon after. Ballantin e Books
produced its authorize d version. As soon
as Tolkien became widely available in
paperbac k. his populari ty soared. The
"trilogy" of Middle-e arth was promote d
by the media until it became "The
Tolkien Phenome non."
In early 1967 I started a Tolkien
Society at Californi a State Universi ty at
Los Angeles, where I last I could meet
and exchang e views with others
like-min ded. Meeting times that
accomm odated everyon e's schedul e
were difficult to arrange. which limited
the growth of the group. but in the
process of organizin g it. I met many
other Tolkien readers off-camp us.
In Septemb er of 1967 we held a large
picnic in a public park. honoring Bilbo's
and Frodo's birthday s. Nearly a hundred
people came. many of them costume d as
Middle- earth characte rs. I came as
Elrond. After the games. costume
judging. and mathom- exchang e. I mad
an announ cement that a new
organiza tion was being formed. which
would be devoted the the discussio n of
Tolkien, Lewis and Williams . and that
the first meeting would be held during
October. About thirty people came to

that meeting to discuss Tolkien. most of
them high school students .
We were launched . and 1t was exciting.
What a pleasure to to with others who
had read the same books --- Lewis'
quote. ''You feel that too? I thought I was
the only one." was happily repeated
many times. There were some ideals I
worked hard for: all would be welcome .
regardles s of age or backgrou nd, and all
aspects of the books would be open for
discussio n.
The Mythopo eic Society came into
being during a time of great cultural
turmoil and polarizat ion. Its visions was
meant to offer a liberatin g alternati ve to
both hedonist ic iconocla sm and sterile
adherenc e to tradition al forms. Through
myth, fantasy, and imaginat ion one could
perceive importan t values and yet free
the mind to see beyond itself. so that a
joyful, integrate d person could emerge
from the cultural chaos of the 1960s.
During the Society's second year a
second monthly discussi on group was
begun in another area: by the third year.
two more came into being. I was
commuti ng each Saturday to a different
portion of the Los Angeles basin in order
to lead the discussio n. The Society grew
steadily and several more groups were
proposed , which necessit ated the first
structur al change. Each group was to
have its own (elected) Moderat or.
Secretary . and Treasure r. These officers
met regularly for general planning , and
to coordina te the organiza tion of the
biannua l picnics: Septemb er for the
Birthda y Party and April for the
Memoria l Victory Celebrat ion of the
Destruct ion of the Ring and the Elvish
New Year(Apr il 6). Each month I would
send out a one-shee t announc ement of
the discussi on topic, with a second
sheet of map and direction s to various
meeting places. These announc ements
evolved into Muthprin t in 1970
From the firsl. voices raised in favor of
a lengthy publicati on that would contain
articles. reviews and art related to the
Society's interests . So. on January 3,
1969. the first issue of Mythlor e was
finished just in time for a special party
celebrati ng Tolkien's birthday .

Now the members expressed a wish for
a general, and more lengthy, gathering.
In 1969 we held a one-day Narnia
Conference, which was very successful.
From the beginning we had had cordial
relations with the Tolkien Society of
America.; a year and a half later, the first
Mythopoeic Conference was planned in
conjunction with the third Tolkien
ConferenGe. C.S. Kilby was our first Guest
of Honor, and the Conference activities
were proof positive of the number of
creative and talented people who
belonged to the Society.
By 1971, the average age of the
Society's membership was somewhere in
the mid-twenties. In spring of that year,
after a long series of meetings of what
was called 'The Great Council", a set of
Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws was
hammered out, and the Society
incorporated as a non-profit, tax-exempt
literary and educational organization.
That same year saw a merger. In 1965,
Richard Plotz had gathered a few friends
and started the Tolkien Society of
America. The overwhelming response
began to conflict with his plans to ent~r
college, causing him to turn leadership
of the TSA over to Ed Meskys in
September, 1967. Following several
unsuccessful eye operations over the
next years, Ed Meskys suggested a
merger of the TSA with the Mythopoeic
Society. This merger was accomplished
in 1972 and with it the Society's
membership extended not only across
the United States but into other nations.
During the next three years the Society
continued to grow steadily, but it
became increasingly obvious that a major
change was taking place. Numbers of
subscriber, from all over North America,
were not members of local discussion
groups, and could not possibly
participate in the Great Council
meetings. The Society was reorganized
yet again, shifting decision-maki ng to
the membership at large, via Mythprint
and Mythlore. The title of the steering
committee, which had been The Board
of Directors, was changed to The Council
of Stewards."
By now Mythopoeic Conferences were
held in upper and lower California.
Meanwhile, the Society's participation in
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other types of creative expression
continued to grow. The Inklings II
Writers' Workshop, started in 1970,
began publishing a fiction Journal, which
was superseded by Mythellany in 1981,
and in 1987 by The Mythic Circle.
In 1980 the first Mythopoeic
Conference to be held beyond California
took place in Nevada. In 1985 a
conference was held in Wheaton,
Illinois, and now, in 1987, we have
returned to the Midwest and celebrate
our twentieth anniversary in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin,
home
of Tolkien's
manuscripts.
Society members are located now in all
parts of the United States and 15% of
the membership live outside the borders
of the United States.
It took the vision and enthusiasm of
youth to bring the Society into being.
Now, and in the future, it will require
the experience and determination of
maturity to fulfill the original vision. We
have had out critical junctures of
transition and underlying each of these
was a challenge to the original vision,
and purpose. I have always stood firm in
my resolve that these not be changed,
but remain active in the evolving process
of how the original purpose and vision
are best carried out. Looking forward to
the coming decade, and into the next
century, I can see exciting, and
ever-expandin g, possibilities.
Glen GoodKnight
Founder
Los Angeles, California
ExlhtilbU off Ed!Uioll'lls off The lH[olblbU

Tolkien in Many Lands and Tongues is a
books exhibit of the works of J.R.R.
Tolkien, including The Hobbit and The
Lord of the Rings, in twenty-four
different languages and editions from
twenty-six nations. The exhibit is on loan
from the collection of Glen H.
GoodKnight. Accompanying the display
are two exhibit volumes to help make it
possible to view copies of the
illustrations from the display books. The
exhibit is located in the Department of
Special Collections, lower level,
Memorial Library,
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NEW SCHOLARLY BOOKS
A. J. N.W. Prag
THE ORESTEIA:
Iconographic and Narrative Traditions
ISBN 0-86516-121 -6

Pages: 226; 9x 12, 46 Plates

Price: Paper $59 .00

SCOPE:
A study that collects for the first time all the known artistic
sources for the Oresteia story and , setting them beside the literary versions from Homer to Aeschylus, draws conclusions not merely about
the iconographic traditions and the connections between painter's
workshops in Etruria and the west as well as Mainland Greece, but
also puts out new ideas about the political and social milieu of their composition .
CONTENTS:
Catalogue of the known illustrations of the story down
to ca . 450 BC with discussions of the several episodes of the story, the
deaths of Agamemnon , Aegisthus and Cassandra, the sacrifice of
Iphigenia , the minor scenes involving Orestes, and the non-appearance
in art of the death of Clytemnestra ; an account of the literary versions
from Homer and the lost Oresteia epic down to Aeschylus, examined in
relation to the pictorial versions and the political scene; a chapter on the
iconographic traditions of the deaths of Agamemnon and Aegisthus,
with particular reference to ascription of responsibility for the killings,
narrative technique and the significance of impediments such as the axe;
and a final section on artistic , geographical and historical or political
connections and conclusions.
READERSHIP:
University students and specialist academic
readers !classical archaeologists, art-historians, ancient historians!.
AUTHOR:
Keeper of Archaeology at Manchester Museum since
1969, temporary Assistant Keeper Ashmolean 1966-7. Visiting Professor,
McMaster University 1978 jDept. of Classics!. Papers on Greek art and
pottery.

C. Jacq
EGYPTIAN MAGIC
ISBN 0-86516-118-6

Price : Paper S12.50

The world of An cient Egyptians was not th e matt er-of-fac t, sc ientifi c
world of today. It was a wo rld so perm ea ted by magic, w hich co ntrolled
eve ry facet of life, that traces still linger in Egypt to thi s day. It was an en co unt er wi th th ese tra ces, in th e form of a family of snake-c harm ers,
which kindled Christian Jacq 's interest in Egyptian magic .
This boo k is a detailed account of ancient Egyptian beliefs and practices and of the way in w hic h th e magician , w ho had been initiated into
the myste ries, ensured th e safety both of the State and of th e individual,
in th is world and in the passage to th e nex t. Dr. Jacq disc usses th e
rituals , the gods, the tools of magic, th e hea lin g spells and th e dangers
and purposes of magic in great detail , using th e ori ginal hi eroglyphic
texts to give graph ic exa mples . This book wi ll bring new understanding
of Egyptian religion and th e thought processes of the ancient Egyptian s.

D. & E. Henry
THE MASK OF POWER
(Seneca's Tragedies and Imperial Rome)

ISBN 0-86516-119-4

Price: Paper $22 .50

Although Tragedy was a highly developed and popular poetic genre
of Republican Rome , its popularity declined until the time of the Empire
when it took on a different character- intense, esoteric and often
bizarre. The 1st Century AD tragedies which survive, all attributed to
Seneca , ha ve been despised in recent times as inept imitations of Greek
models . This new appraisal of Seneca's plays takes the view that these
are Roman plays and should be considered within the context of
Seneca 's intellectual and political milieu . The recurrent themes of chaos
and disintegration are related to the insecurities and fears of life under

-~.
,,
l

Claudius and Nero and to Seneca's own prose works on Stoicism. The
authors discuss Seneca 's language, translating all quotations, and refer
to later adaptions of his work. This study of Imperial tragedy and the
social. political and intellectual background against which it was written , should show that a reassessment of these plays is long overdue .

J. V. Kinnier Wilson
THE LEGEND OF ETANA
(A New Edition)
Pages 150, 32 plates

ISBN 0-86516-116-X

Price : Paper $36 .00

The Legend of Etana , the first king of Sumer, and the story of his flight to
heaven on the back of an eagle in search of the 'plant of birth', has been
known to Assyriology since 1876 when George Smith published an edition of the first pieces in The Chaldean Account of Genesis. With
each subsequent publication , knowledge of this ancient story has
grown , and in this latest edition which incorporates new material and
new readings, Mr. Kinnier Wilson presents The Legend of Etana in its
most complete form so far. After reconstructing the story on the basis of
its three versions, the author presents each version separately intransliteration and translation and with a following commentary. A complete 'set' of plates provides the evidence for the reconstruction , which ,
if more has still to be recovered , will already have gained immeasurably
from this careful and scholarly work.

BOLCHAZY-CARDUCCI PUBLISHERS • 44 LAKE STREET • OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 60302 • 1312) 386-8360
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Robert E. Morse, Ph.D.

EVOCATION OF VERGIL
IN TOLKIEN'S ART
J. F. Lazenby
THE SPARTAN ARMY
pages XV + 210
photographs, illustrations, maps.
ISBN 0-86516-115-1
Price: Paper S24.00

For at least two centuries the Spartan army was the most formidable
war machine in Greece: this book sets out to explain why. Part I examines organization, composition and training, and argues that in the
late fifth and early fourth centuries the army was much larger than is
generally thought , that non-Spartans were never admitted to its ranks,
and that its basic organization can be traced back to the eighth century ;
Part II analyses some of its main campaigns, and Part III takes the story
down to the end of Greek independence. The book is well furnished
with illustrations, maps, plans and notes, and should interest not only
ancient historians, but military historians in general.

MYSTERY RELIGIONS
for your

MYTHOLOGY COURSES
Classical Mythology - the language of Western Literature and Religion

Always on the alert to present you with a discovery that you may
need and enjoy as a scholar and a teacher, I want to recommend to you
a set of slide lectures for your mythology courses.
There are eleven such illustrated lectures on mystery religions.
Published br The Religion and Ethics Institute, Inc . with the help of
the Nationa Endowment for the Humanities, each slide lecture was
authored by a scholar of excellent credentials. Although popular in
presentation , each lecture is stamped with impeccable scholarship.
You may buy one or any number of the lectures . You may want to
use them as a supplement or as a core, as a dessert or as a main fare .
Each slide lecture, being comprehensive in nature, can be given as is or
expanded by you into a full -fledged course in comparative mythology .
Each series contains 23- 24 color slides (35mm .l and eight pages
(7 x 10 single spaced! of well written and well organized text. together
with references and select bibliography.
These will be dynamite in your hands.
Ladislaus J. Bole hazy, Ph.D .

ISBN 0-86516-175-5 Cloth $19.00
0-86516-176-3 Paper S 9.00
This work challenges the view that the northern myths
are central to Tolkien ' s The Lord of the Rings. The work is
organized around separate comparisons of Aeneas to Frodo
and Aragon , Dido to Denethor, and the blend of myth and
history which has a central role in each writer's presentation . After providing examples from Tolkien and Vergil the
author suggests it is Vergil, not the Beowulf poet , who celebrates the theme of country life and connects it with the
imagery of a 'golden age' and with the establishment of a
new political order.
Although the book deals with issues Tolkien scholars
debate , it is not presented as a scholarly work . The author
claims it is a reading in which questions the author had
posed about the nature of human choice, duty, and leadership were developed by " comparing The Lord of the Rings to
The Aeneid." Quoting Eliot, Dr. Morse wrote: " We are all
so far as we inherit the civilization of Europe still citizens
of Rome ."
This book should appeal to many different types of
readers. It does not assume familiarity with either author .
The ordinary reader of Tolkien will like the style and interesting information which can be mined from this book. The
book should appeal to teachers of English and Latin who
wish to illustrate what Eliot called the bloodstream of
European literature.

MYSTERY RELIGIONS LECTURE SERIES
MRI

The Mystery Religions: An Overview

MR2

The Eleusinian Mysteries

MR3

The Dionysos Cult

MR4

The Samothraclan Mysteries

MR5

The Cult of Mithra

MR6

The lsls-Sarapls Cult

by Edgar Krenlz. Ph .D. !Washington Un iversity)
by David E. Aune, Ph .D. !University of Chicago)

by Susan Guettel Cole, Ph .D. !Univ. of Minn .)

b)• Susan Guettel Cole. Ph .D. !Univ. of Minn .)

by Lewis M . Hopfe, Ph.D. !Boston University)

by Robert A. wnd , S.J., Ph .D. !Harvard Univ .)

MR7

Orphlsm

MRS

Cybele and Attis

MR9

The Syrian Goddess

by Larry Alderink , Ph .D. !University of Ch icago)
by Paul F. Gehl, Ph.D. !University of Chicago)

by Robert A. Oden. Jr. . Ph .D. !Harvard Univ .)

MRlO The Mystery Religions and Christianity
HC2

by Howard M. Teepl e. Ph .D. (Univ . of Chicago)

Askleplos
by David E. Aune. Ph .D. (St. Xavi er Colle!(e)

PRICE: S25 per set; S250 for all 11 sets. We welcome your personal check or
your Master/Visa/Amer. Express card. Sorry, no approvals or rentals.

-

John Baines
FECUNDITY FIGURES
(Egyptian Personification and the Iconology of a Genre)
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Schol ar Guest of Honor : Chris tophe r Tolkie n
Biographic al and Bibliograph ical Sketch
by Douglas Anderson

Born on the 21st of November 1924,
Christophe r Reuel Tolkien is the third
son of J.R.R. Tolkien and Edith Tolkien.
He grew up in the north of Oxford,
with his two brothers and sister, and
was educated at the Dragon School in
Oxford, and at the Oratory School.
Early on he took a deep interest in his
father's stories and legends---f irst. with
his brothers and sister, as a member of
the original audience of The Hobbit, for
whom the book was written; and soon
after, in the early 1930s, as the sole
listener to his father's great legends of
the early history of Middle-ear th.
After the publication of The Hobbit in
1937, his father began to work on a
sequel. soon entitled The Lord of the
Rings. Christoph er became deeply
involved in the writing of this book,
drawing maps and making fair copies of
some chapters for his father. In the early
1940s he began studying at Oxford, and
attending with his father a gathering of
like-minde d literary types, who would
read to each other from their current
works-in- progress. Known as the
Inklings, this club included several dons
and their friends, such as C.S. Lewis,
Nevill Coghill and Charles Williams.
Christophe r's higher education at
Oxford was interrupted by the Second
World War, and during 1944-45 he
spent eighteen months in south Africa
training to be a Royal Air Force pilot. It
was during this time that his father
wrote most Book Four of The Lord of the
Rings, which takes Frodo and Sam into
Mord or, and these chapters were sent
serially to Christophe r in South Africa.
After the War he returned to Oxford
and read English at Trinity College,
where he specialize d in the same
subjects his father taught. For a while
C.S. Lewis was his tutor. And now, having
become a full member of the Inklings, it
was decided that he(instead of his
father) would read aloud each new

Photograph of Christopher Tolkien
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Christophe r Tolkien
chapter of The Lord of the Rings --- it
being generally agreed that he made a
better Job of it.
During the 1950s he worked as a tutor
and lecturer in the English Faculty while
completing a B.Litt. thesis. With Nevill
Coghill he edited two of Chaucer's
Canterbur y Tales: The Pardoner' s
Tale(l 958) and The Nun's Priest's
Tale(l959) . A lecture on an old Norse
poem was read to the Viking Society for
Northern Research, and appeared in
their Saga-Book . And around this time
The Lord of the Rings was finally
published: for this Christoph er redrew
the maps from his father's much overlaid
and overwritten copies.
A portion of his B.Litt. thesis was
published in 1960 as The Saga of King
Heidrek the Wise. It includes both a
critical text of the old Norse saga and a
facing-pag e translation into English.
There is a lengthy introductio n, and
n~merous footnotes. It is easy to view
tlus work as a portent of things to come:
for here is a carefully edited and
annotated text of an old Norse legend
whi_ch year~ later has been followed by
critical editions of his father's legends of
Middle-ear th, compiled with the same
careful and painstakin g attention to
detail.

In 1964 he was elected to a Fellowship
at New College, Oxford, where he
lectured on Anglo-Saxon, Middle English
and Old Norse languages and literatures.
One further Chaucer text, The Man of
Law's Tale, followed in 1969, again
co-edited with Nevill Coghill.
J .R.R. Tolkien died in 1973, and
Christopher assumed the responsibility
for his father's literary affairs, including
the publication of the long-awaited .
Silmarillion. This had long been agreec;l
upon---that if his father did not live to
complete it, then the task would pass to
Christopher.
In 1975 Christopher resigned his
Fellowship in order to devote his full
attention to his father's unpublished
writings. Since then many books have ·
appeared, including Sir Gawain and the
Green
Knight,
Pearl
and
Sir
Orfeo(l 975), The Silmarillion( 19 7 7).
Unfinished Tales(1980). and The
Monsters and the Critics( 1983).
A calendar series of his father's
drawings, with notes on the pictures by
Christopher, appeared in England in the
late 1970s, and were collected in
Pictures by J.R.R. Tolkien(l 979).
Christopher's readings of some chapters
from The Silmarillion were released as
albums. And in 1980, when the BBC
began work on a radio dramatization of
The Lord of the Rings, Christopher
prepared a pronunciation tape on the
names in the book, for use by those
involved in the program.
In 1983 he published the first volume
of a series on the History of
Middle-earth,
which
present,
chronologically, critical texts of all of his
father's writings related to the
development of the imagined world of
Middle-earth. The Book of Lost Tales,
parts one( 1983) and two ( 1984)
presents the earliest form of these
legends. The Lays of Beleriand( 1985)
collects his father's early epic poetry
pertaining to Middle-earth, and The
Shaping of Middle-earth( 1986) collects
various other writings dating from
around the early 1930s.
.
The Lost Road(l 987) contains his
father's aborted time-travel story, which
was to introduce the legend of Numenor.

and several other items, bring the
History of Middle-earth up to the end of
193 7, when his father began The Lord of
the Rings and set the earlier legends for
long aside. Future volumes will cover the
writing of The Lord of the Rings, and the
developments which followed its
publication.
Christopher Tolkien presently lives in
southern France with his second wife
Baillie and their two children. There he
continues his work on his father's
papers and the History of Middle-earth.
Bibliography
Note: This bibliography does not pretend to
completeness. and lists only the first
editions(British and American) of the books
contained therein. Other important articles and
commentaries are included, as well as certain
ephemeral things(such as maps, records,
calendars and an interview). For the most part
quotations from letters have been excluded.
The aim of this listing has been to emphasize
items which pertain to J.R.R. Tolkien and his
works. Also I hope to bring attention to the small
body of works by Christopher Tolkien that are
unrelated to his father's writings. These are too
little known, undeservedly neglected, and worth
the effort of searching out.
1954-55 The Lord of the Rings, by J .R.R Tolkien.
Published in three volumes: The Fellowship of the
Ring, The Two Towers, and The Return of the
King(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1954; 1954;
1955); (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1954; 1955;
1956). Contains three maps drawn by Christopher
Tolkien: a map of "A Part of the Shire" appears in
volume one; and untitled fold-out map of
Middle-earth is tipped in at the rear of volumes
one and two; while an untitled fold-out map of the
Gondor area is tipped in at the rear of volume
three. The map, "A Part of the Shire" is initialled
"C.T."; the two fold-out maps are initialled
"C.J.R.T." --the "J" standing for "John", a
confirmation name not normally used.
1955-56 'The Battle of the Goths and the Huns", by
Christopher Tolkien, Saga-Book( London:
University College. for the Viking Society for
Northern Research). Volume XIV Part 3(1955-56),
pp. (141)-163. An article which discusses the
possible historical elements in the Old Norse
poem, called in English ''The Battle of the Goths
and the Huns", upon which the conclusion of
Hervarar Saga is based.
1956 Herva.rar Saga ok Hetd.reks, edited by (E.O.) G.
Turville-Petre(London: University College. for the
Viking Society for Northern Research, 1956). This
edition of the Hervarar Saga (in Old Norse)
containS an tntroduction by Christopher Tolkien.
1958 The Pardoner's Tale, by Geoffrey Chaucer.
edited by Nevill Coghill and Christopher
Tolkien(London: George G. Harrap, 1958).
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The Hobbit
The Fellowship <>/the Ring
The Return <>Jibe King
The Two Towers
The Lord <>/the Rings
The Letters <>/J. R.R. Tolkien
Pictures by j. R.R. T<>lkien
The Monsters and the Critics and Other Essays
The Road Goes E11er On: A Song c_ycle
Ad11entures <>/T<>m Bombadil
Finn and Hengest: The Fragment and the Episode
Farmer Giles<>/ Ham
Mr. Bliss
The Father Christmas Letters
The Silmarillio n
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, and Sir Orfeo
Tree and Leaf
Smith<>/ Wootton Major
Unfinished Tales
I lle History_QfMiddle Earth_
:
Edited by Christophe r T<>lkien
The Book<>/Lost Tales, Part I
The Book <?f Lost Tales, Part II
The Lays<>/ Beleriand
The Shaping <?fMiddle-Ea rth
The Lost Road and Other Writings

H<>UKhl<>tl ,Wi//1 i 1l C<>11I/Ulll_l'

salutes the

Myth<>JJ<>eic C<>11Jere1u·e XI '///.
ll'elc<>mes Christ<>J>her 1i>lkien to this n 1 /ehrali<>11 .
and U'isbes then, a l<>IIK and ba/>Pl' tlSS<>cit1ti<>11 .
We 'n! J>roud to he 1i >lkie11 :\" JJ11h/ishers

for 11ear(J1 ha({a century.
HaJ>JJiness and success
in the next So years.

Qnbllk--&/ew .t~~
•
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1959 The Nun's Priest's Tale, by Geoffrey Chaucer,
edited by Nevill Coghill and Christopher
Tolkien(London: George G. Harrap, 1959).
1960 The Saga ofKing Heidrek the Wise, edited and
translated by Christopher Tolkien(London:
Thomas Nelson & Sons. 1960).
1969 The Man of Law's Tale. by Geoffrey Chaucer,
edited by Nevill Coghill and christopher
Tolkien(London: George G. Harrap. 1969)
1975 A Tolkien Compass. edited by Jared
Lobdell(La Salle, Illinois: Open Court, 1975).
Contains "Guide to Names in The Lord of the
Rings" by J.R.R. Tolkien. edited and revised for
publication by Christopher Tolkien.
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Pearl, and Sir
Orfeo. translated by J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Christopher Tolkien(London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1975); (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1975).
1976 1977 J.R.R. Tolkien Calendar(London :
George Allen & Unwin, 1976). Contains "Notes on

the Pictures" by Christopher Tolkien.
1977 1978 J.R.R. Tolkien Calendar{London :
George Allen & Unwin, 1977). Contains "Notes on
the Pictures" by Christopher Tolkien.
The Silmarillion by J.R.R. Tolkien: A Brief
Account of the Book and Its Making, by
Christopher Tolkien(Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1977). A pamphlet on the The Silmarillion,
written to order for the book's American publisher
for distribution to the book trade . It has been
reprinted in Mallom (Magazine of the Tolkien
Society of Great Britain), No. 14,(1980), pp. 3-8.
The Silmarillion. by J ~R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Christopher Tolkien(London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1977); (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1977).
"The Filial Duty of Christopher Tolkien". by
William
Cater,
The . Sunday
Times
Magazine(Londo n). 25 September 1977. An
interview with Christopher Tolkien which reveals
some of the difficulties in preparing The
Silmarillion for publication.
Of Beren and Luthien. read by Christopher
Tolkien(Caedmo n Records, TC1564, 1977). A
recording of Christopher Tolkien reading a
chapter from The Silmarillion. Also contains
liner notes by Christopher Tolkien.
1978 Of the Darkening of Valinor and Of the
Flight of the Noldor, read by by Christopher
Tolkien(Caedmo n Record, TC1579, 1978). A
recording of Christopher Tolkien reading two
chapters from The Silmarillion. Also contains
liner notes by Christopher Tolkien.
1979 J.R.R. Tolkien Calendar (London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1979); (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1979).
1980 Unfinished Tales of Numenor and
Middle-earth. by J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Christopher Tolkien (London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1980) (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1980).
1981 The Letters of J.R.R. Tolkien, edited by
Humphrey Carpenter, · with the assistance of
Christopher Tolkien (London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1981); (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1981).

1982 "The Tengwar Numerals", calligraphically
drawn by "CRT after JRRT" (dated 16 May 1981),
Quettar(Bulletin of the Linguistic Fellowship of
the Tolkien Society of Great Britain). No.
13(February 1982). pp. 8-9. Christopher Tolkien's
explanation of the Tengwar numerals
[untitled further information on the Tengwar
numeral systems). calligraphically drawn by
"CRT after JRRT' (dated 10 March 1982). Quettar
(Bulletin of the Linguistic Fellowship of the
Tolkien Society of Great Britain), No. 14 (May
1982), pp. 6-7.
Further information by
Christopher Tolkien on the Tengwar numerals
1983 The Monsters and the Critics and Other
Essays. by J .R.R. Tolkien. edited by Christopher
Tolkien(London: George Allen & Unwin, 1983);
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1984).
" ... Future Publishing", by Christopher Tolkien.
Amon Hen (Bulletin of the Tolkien Society of
Great Britain), No. 63(August 1983). p. 4. This
statement of Christopher Tolkien's plans for
publishing his father's works is substantially
taken from a typed statement by Christopher
Tolkien distributed to the attendants of the
Tolkien Conference held at Marquette University
in September 1983.
The Book of Lost Tales, Part I. by J .R.R. Tolkien.
edited by Christopher Tolkien(London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1983); (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1984). Volume 1 of the History of Middle-earth.
1984 The Book of Lost Tales, Part II. by J.RR.
Tolkien, edited by Christopher Tolkien(London:
George Allen & Unwin, 1984); (Boston: Houghton
Mifflin, 1984). Volume 2 of The History of
Middle-earth.
'"Moria Gate' ... Another Look". by Christopher
Tolkien, Amon Hen(Bulletin of the Tolkien
Society of Great Britain), No. 70 (November 1984),
p. 3. A correction of a mistaken statement made in
the notes that accompany the reproductions of
J.R.R. Tolkien's drawing of the Moria Gate. in
Pictures of J.R.R. Tolkien(Nos. 22 and 24).
1985 The Lays ofBelertand, J.R.R Tolkien. edited
by Christopher Tolkien(London: George Allen &
Unwin, 1985); (Boston: Houghton Miffiin, 1985).
Volume 3 of The History of Middle-earth.
1986 "Notes on the Differences in Editions of The
Hobbit Cited by Mr. David Cofield", by Christopher
Tolkien. Beyond Bree(Newsletter of the Mensa
Tolkien Special Interest Group). July 1986, pp. 1-3.
A comment by Christopher Tolkien on an article,
"Changes in Hobbits: Textual Differences in
Editions of The Hobbit'' by David Cofield, in the
April 1986 issue of Beyond Bree(pp. 3-4).
The Shaping of Middle-earth: the Quenta, the
Ambarkanta and the Annals, by J.R.R. Tolkien,

edited by Christopher Tolkien (London: George
Allen & Unwin, 1986); (Boston: Houghton Mifflin:
1986). Volume 4 of The History of Middle-earth.
1987 The Hobbit, by J.R.R Tolkien (London:
Unwin Hyman, 1987); (Boston: Houghton Miffiin,
forthcoming 1987). This special 50th anniversary
edition of The Hobbit contains a foreword by
Christopher Tolkien.
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General Schedule
Friday, 24 July 1987
8:00a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Marquette Tolkien Archives
and The Lord of the Rings Exhibit Open, lower
level Memorial Library.
10:00 a.m, Registration Opens 1st floor Mashuda
Hall. Room :registration begins.
10:00 a .m. - 5:00 p .m . Hobbit Exhibit at Haggerty
Art Museum Open.
12 Noon Mythopoeic Conference XVIII officially
_o pens.
12 Noon Dealer's Room in Lower Level Opens. Art
Show in Room B Opens.
1:00 - 5:00 p.m, Afternoon Program Sessions
5:00 p,m, Dealer's Room Closes for Reception and
Dinner. Art Show Closes for Reception and
Dinner.
5:30-7:00 p.m, Mythopoeic Conference Reception
at Haggerty Museum of Art on Marquette Campus.
Open Bar.
6:30-8:00 p.m. Dinner served in Mashuda Hall
d ~ room on first floor.
8:00-9:30 Evening Program Sessions. Please see
Paper and Panels Schedule.
8:00 - 10:00 p.m. Dealer's Room and Art Show
Open.
10:00 p,m, Bardic Circle, Filksing, Convention
Room and Video Room Open. Please see bulletin
board for specific rooms and time changes.
2:00 a,m, (approximate) Convention Room and
Video Room Close.

Saturday, 25 July 1987
7:30-9 :00 a.m . Breakfast served in first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.
8:30 a.m, -5:30 p,m. Conference Registration Open
on first floor. Conference Office is located on
second floor in Room A.
9:00 a,m, Opening Procession from Mashuda Hall
to St. Joan of Arc Chapel(Todd Wehr Chemistry
Building is rain site).
9:15 a,m, Opening Ceremonies begin at St. Joan of
Arc Chapel.
10:00 a.m. - 5 :00 p.m. Tolkien Archives and
Exhibit of Editions of The Hobbit in lower level
Memorial Library Open . Hobbit Exhibit at
Haggerty Museum of Art Open.
10:00 a.m,-5:30 p .m . Art Show Open in Room B.
Dealer"s Room Open in Lower Level of Mashuda
Hall.
10:30 a,m, Guest of Honor Address by John
Bellairs in Todd Wehr Chemistry Auditorium. Mr.
Bellairs will speak on The Face in the Frost.
11:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. Morning Program
Sessions.

12:30-2:00 p,m. Lunch served in first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.

1:30-5:30 p .m . Afternoon Program Sessions
5:30-7:00 p.m, Dinner served in first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.
7:00-9 :00 p.m. Evening Program Sessions.
9 :00-? Revel, Music, Masquerade and Dance in
Room C ; Performance of short excerpt from
Farmer Giles of Ham
8:00p .m.-2:00 a.m. Bardic Circle , Filksing ,
Conference Room. Please see bulletin boards on
second floor for room information.
10:00 p .m. Video Room. Please consult bulletin
boards for room information.

Sunday, 26 July 1987
7 : 30-9: 00a. m . Breakfast served first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.
9:00 a .m . Autographing Session with John
Bellai:rs and Christopher Tolkien, in lower lounge
area. Art Show Judging.
10:00 a .m . -5:30 p.m. Dealer's Room Open. Art
Show Open. Tolkien Archives and Exhibit of The
Lord of the Rings in lower level Memorial Library
Open. Hobbit Exhibit at Haggerty Museum of Art
Open.
10:00 a .m . - 12:30 p .m. Morning Program
Sessions.
12 :30-2:00 p.m, Lunch served in first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.
2 :00-5 :00 p.m. Afternoon Program Sessions.
4 :45-6:30 p,m, Society Book Auction and
Conference Art Auction. See bulletin boards for
further information.
5 :30-7:00p.m. Social Hour at the Wisconsin Club,
900 West Wisconsin Ave. Cash Bar.
7 :00-10:00 p .m. Banquet at the Wisconsin Club ,
Mythopoeic Society Awards Presented , Guest of
Honor Address by Christopher Tolkien. speaking
on The Lord of the Rings.
10:00 p .m. Folkdancing begins at Mashuda Hall.
8 :00p,m. - 2:00 a.m. Conference Room, Bardic
Circle. Filkslng Open.
10:00 p .m . Video Room Open.

Monday, 27 July 1987
7:30-9:00a . m . Breakfast served first floor
Mashuda Hall dining room.
9:00 a.m, Final Program Sessions.
10:00 a .m. CHECKOUT FROM ROOMS. The
Front Desk will hold your luggage for you for the
rest of the conference. If any difficulties please
contact the conference office. Room A.
10:00 a .m . - 1 p.m . Dealer's Room Open
12:00 Noon - 1:00 p,m, Closing Ceremonies in
Room C. The Gavel is Passed.
12:30 - 2:00 p.m. Lunch Served first floor Mashuda
Hall dining room. Final Meal.
1:00 p.m. Mythopoeic Conference XVIII Officially
Closes.
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Pa oer s an d Pa nel s Sc he du le

Mess age from the Chai rman of the
I have only atten ded two Myth opoe ic
Conf erenc e and none befor e the one
held in Wh~a ton. This will be my third in
three years and my third ever.
t t·
t the two
In the pres en a ions a
.
h
confe rence s I a_tte nded, and in the
pape rs print ed in Myth lore over t e
years , I have been struc k by t_he
prese nce of insig ht and unde rstan ding
that could well be exten ded to other s
beyo nd those three autho rs who form ed
the origi nal core of the Myth opoe ic
Soci ety's conc ern. And as this
confe rence speci ficall y comm emor ates
the Fiftie th Anni versa ry of the (Briti sh)
publi catio n of The Hobb it, I --- and the
other coeq ual mem bers of the Pape rs
and Pane ls Com mitte e --- have tried to
arran ge a progr am exten ding this insig ht
and this unde rstan ding to the vario us
tradi tions , genre s, aucto rial skills and
outlo oks, that are conjo ined in The

Hobb it.

We are cons ideri ng the proce ss, and
vario us exem plars , of world -crea tion. We
are cons ideri ng the struc ture of

Pape rs and Pane ls Com mitte e
child hood 's world . We are, obvio usly and
parti cular ly, cons ideri ng J .R.R. Tolk ien
and The Hobb it. We are also consi derin g
the work of John Bella irs, who is a
pre-e mine nt child ren's fanta sist( think )
and poss esse s of cons idera ble and
attra ctive unde rstan ding child hood 's
ld
wor ·
We have invite d the scho lar-p racti tione r
Peter Beag le as what socio logis ts and
educ ators woul d call a "reso urce perso n."
We have invit ed Mr. Bella irs as write r
Gues t of Hono r. We have , inevi tably and
joyfu lly, invite d Mr. Chri stoph er Tolk ien
as scho lar Gues t of Hono r.
To all those speak ing on Tolki en, on his
ante cess ors,
on
the
othe r
worl d-cre ators , on the othe r Inkli ngs,
on the tradi tions of fanta sy, on fando m
and the conc erns of fand om, on
child hood 's worl d, and on our othe r
conc erns, from Arct urus to Zimi amvi a,
Steer pike to the Face in the Fros t,
Rosa lba to Rekh -mar a, Mr. Toad to Mr.
Bliss , our thank s.
Jared Lobd ell

Frida y, 24 July 1987

1:00 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.
1. Manu scrip ts and Dicti onar ies
Room C

Chair. Debor ah Webst er Roger s
"In the Ring- maker 's Hand: J.R.R . Tolkie n's
revisio ns of MSS of The Hobbi t and The Lord of
the Rtngs" by Micha el Foster . A look at some of the
chang es Tolki en made in the proce ss of
compo sition , and their signif icance . With slides
of impor tant passag es from the Marqu ette Tolkie n
manu script collec tion.
"J .R.R. Tolkie n: Creati ve Uses of the Oxfor d
Engli sh Dictio nary" by Paul Nolan Hyde.
Tolkie n's use of archai c, unusu al. and little known
words in his work looked at as a device in his
world -creat ion.

1:00- 2:45
14. Varia tions ln Fant asy and Belie f
Room D.

Chair : Sam Konki n
"Fanta sy and the Tradit ion of Chris tian Art" by
Gene Edwa rd Veith . Argue s that the roots of
fantas y and the conce ptual basts of non-re alistic
art in gener al can be traced throug h Chris tian
tradit ion ultim ately back to the Biblic al
injunc tion agains t graven image s.

"Hilla ire Belloc : Hts works and wars" by Lee
Speth . A gener al introd uction to Belloc 's career ,
with readin gs from his works .
"Light er Victor ian Fanta sy" by David Lenan der. A
look at the little know n tradlt ion of comic
Victor ian fantas y. focusi ng on the writer s Richa rd
Gaune tt, W.S. Gilber t, F. Anste y. and Thom as Love
Peaco ck.

1 :00-2 : 15 p.m.
27. David Lind say

Room E.

Chair: Gaiy K. Wolfe.
Respo ndent: Verlyn Fliege r
"Davi d Linds ay: An Overv iew of Hts Life and
Works " by Dougl as A Ander son. Backg round on
the life and works of this talent ed by little- read
autho r, focusi ng on his later novels , includ ing
unpub lished mater ial.
"Mask ull and Ranso m: The Dark Night of the
Soul" by Matt Fisher . A comp arison and contra st
of Linds ay and Lewis ' treatm ents of spirit ual
devel opme nt. lookin g at comm on exper iences
portra yed in both the effect of these two autho r's
differtng philos ophic al backg round .

3:00-4:30 p.m.
2. The Oeuvre of John Bellairs
Roome
Chair: Georgie Schnobrich
Panelists: Peter S. Beagle. John Ratcliff

3:00-5:00 p.m.
US. The Northem Thing
RoomD
Chair: Marjorie Bums
"J.R.R. Tolkien and the Journey North" by
Marjorie Bums. Considers the implications of the
Journey to the North in English literature from
the Romantic Age onward. with particular
reference to Tolkien and The Hobbit
''The Northern Enemy" by Deanne Westbrook.
Examines the character of the Enemy in English
literature in connection with northern myths.
from the Romantic period to our present age.
"The Norse and Celtic Elements in Ursula K. Le
Guin's The Earthsea Trilogy" by Christine
Thompson. Looks at Celtic and Norse tradition in
Nineteenth and Twentieth Century English fiction
and their influence on LeGutn.

2:30-4:30 p.m.
28. Images of War In Fantasy

Room E
Chair: Philip E. Kaveny
'Tolkien in the Great War" by Philip Kaveny.
Relates Tolkien's experiences in 'The Great War" to
the genesis of The Lord of the Rings and looks at
the way the War influenced his work.
''The Battle of the Somme and the Fall of
Gondolin" by Shaun Hughes. Argues that Tolkien
drew directly upon his 1916 experiences at the
Western Front in the tales of Beren and Luthien,
Turin, and especially Tuor. with their grim
depiction of war. destruction, betrayal. and
courage. as well as attempting to answer the
question of ~Tolkien wished to create a
"mythology for England".
'War Images and Influences in Mervyn Peake's
Titus Alone" by Tanya Gardiner-Scott.
Demonstrates the ways in which Mervyn Peake
translated the horrors of Belsen into the
characters and events of his first book.
''H. Rider Haggard and the Zulu War" by Jared
Lobdell. the impact of a contemporary colonial
war had on Haggard's works. especially King
Solomon's Mines.

8:15-9:45 p.m.
3. The Spectrum of Evil
Roome
Chair: Philip E. Kaveny
"Sauron and Dracula" by Gwenyth Hood. Draws
parallels between these two villains.
concentrating of Sauron's vampire-like
characteristics as the basis for a detailed
comparison and contrast.
"Black. White and Grey: The Spectrum of Evil in
Tolkien's Works" by Richard J. Lee. An analysis of
evil evil in Tolkien's world, from The Ainulindale

to the Fourth Age. through a close look at the
various Falls of both individuals and races.
"Misery loves ... A Root of Villainy" by Deborah
Webster Rogers. A study into the source of villainy
using three examples: Barrie's Captain Hood,
Tolkien's
, Gollum. and Shaffer's Salieri.
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8:15-9:45 p.m.
16. Tolkien and Religion
RoomD
Chair: Gene Edward Veith
"A Long Expected Party" by Robert Morse. Argues
that the two major sources we should expect to find
Tolkien drawing on in creating a western
myth---the Classics and Christiantty---did in fact
fact leave their mark on many points in his
stories.
"Light from an invisible lamp: Natural Religion in
The Lord of the Rings" by Catherine Madsen. Looks
at The Lord of the Rings in connection with
Anglo-Saxon and other northern pagan religions.
'Tolkien and Christian Concepts of Evil" by John
Treloar. Argues that Tolkien's conception of evil ts
not that of medieval Christianity, but a more
modem version.

8: 15-9:45 p.m.
29.Varlations In the Victorian Fantastic
Room E
Chair: Christine Thompson
'Thackery's The Rose and the Ring: The Narrator,
the Illustrator and the Text" by Gail Sorenson.
Examines The Rose and the Ring as a double
presentation both in words and pictures as a
means of casting light on the nature of Victorian
children's fantasy in general.
"Blackstick, 'Prigio' and 'It': A Progress in
Victorian and Edwardian Children's Fiction" by
Jared Lobdell. Remarks on Victorian children's
fantasy. centering on Thackery. Lang, Nesbit, with
side glances at Lear and Carroll.
'The Anonymous Fairy Tale: Ruskin's King of the
Golden River'' by Marjorie Bums. Why Ruskin felt
it was necessary to originally publish this fairy
tale anonymously: a look at the literary reception
a fantasy could expect in the mid-19th century.
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Saturday . 25 July
11:30 a.m.-12:3 0 p.m.
4. Peter S. Beagle Question and Answer

Session
Room C.

Moderator /Interview ers: Janice Bogstad and
Catherine Currier.

11 :30 a.m.-12:3 0 p.m.
17. Psycholo gy in Tolkien

Room D.

Chair: Christine Lowentrou t
'The Psychology of Power in Tolkien's The Lord of
the Rings" by Mason Harris. Argues that all three
volumes deal with the seduction of power. and the
vital importanc e of renunciati on in order to avoid
absorption and to remain an individual.
''Tolkien and the Psycholog y of the Quest" by
Timothy O'Neill. Jungian psycholog ical
investigati on of the Quest.

11:30 a.m.-12:3 0 p.m.
30. Riddles in Tolkien
Room E
Chair: Deborah Webster Rogers
'The Processes of Riddling in Leofric's Exeter
Book and Tolkien's The Hobbit: From Under Hills
and Behind Stars" by Christoph er L. Couch. A
compariso n of Tolkien's "Riddles in the Dark"
with the Anglo-Sax on riddle tradition. arguing
that both evoke the metaphys ical and the
spiritual.
"Vafthruth nismal. The Kalevala and "Riddles in
the Dark"" Tim William Machan. A close look at
the similaritie s and the differences between the
riddle-gam es in Tolkien and its Old Norse source.
with some attention to riddles in the Kalevala, to
show how Tolkien remade what he took to suit it
to his own subcreated world.

1:30-2:30 p.m.

5. Images of Spirit in C.S. Lewis
Room C
"Images of Spirit in the Fiction of Clives Staple
Lewis" by Charlotte Spivack. A study of the
various ways in which Lewis embodies the concept
of Spirit throughou t his fiction.

1:30-3:15 p.m.

18. Charles Williams
RoomD
Chair: Pat Hargis
"Seeing Williams' Work as a Whole" by Charles
Huttar. Argues that the liturgical calendar
provided a structural framework around which
Williams organized his work. in particular his
seven novels.
"Soliloqui es from the Heart's Cloisters: The
Essays of Charles Williams" by Nancy-Lo u
Patterson. An introducti on to and survey of a
little read neverthele ss less central. part of
Williams' corpus. where he explains many of the
ideas implicit elsewhere in his work.
"Implicat ions of Jungian Psycholog ical
Preference Type in The Place of the Lion" by Amy

Nyman. Discusses Williams' book in terms of
extrovert /introver t and thinking -feeling
divisions. with some considera tions of Jung's
"shadow" theory.

1 :30-2:45 p.m.
31. Multime dia Fantasy
Room E

"Voice of the Ring" by Gary Peterson.
A
multi-med ia presentati on comparing various
interpretat ions of Tolkien's work, drawing in · part
from the Books for the Blind recording of The Lord
of the Rings.
"Preview of Lucasfilm' s Willow" by Lisa E. Cowan.
A slide show preview of a forthcomin g movie, due
to be release Spring 1988.

2:35-4:2 5 p.m.

6. The Growth of The Hobbit
RoomC
Chair: Richard C. West
"Niggling with The Hobbit Tolkien's Revisions of
the Published Text" by Douglas A. Anderson. A
study of the changes made after 1937 and their
significanc e.
"The Hobbit and Tolkien's Early Writings" by
John Rateliff. Describes the ways in which
Tolkien draws on his own early writings, both
Silmarilli on material and the stories for his
children. in creating The Hobbit; argues that the
two strands of his creative work came together for
the first time in this.
'The Writing of The Hobbit' by Taum Santoski. A
descriptio n of the compositi on and evolution of
The Hobbit covering the various manuscrip t stages
up to Michael Tolkien's typescript.

3:30-4:3 0 p.m.

19. The Mythop oeic Society: Looking

Back Over 20 Years
The Triennia l Meeting
Room D
Chair: Glen GoodKnigh t

3:00-4:0 0 p.m.

32. Fate, Freedom and Meaning
Room E
Chair: Richard Mathews
"Wyrd and Will: Fatalism and Free Will in the
Northern Epic and Tolkien" by Steven Mark Deyo.
Discusses how Tolkien combines the best of pagan
and Christian: Old Norse staunch steadfastn ess
with Christian hope.
"Meaning fulness or Relevance in Tolkien" by
Anders Stenstrom . Applies the hermeneu tic
distinctio n between understa nding and
enlightenm ent to Tolkien studies, asking what it
is we get from such study.
"Tolkien's Apocalyp tic Vision" by J .R.
Wytenbroe k. A look at the Battle of Five Armies
and the War of the Ring which hold that the
sources of Tolkien's war imagery is not to be found
in contempor ary history but instead in the mythic
accounts of Ragnarok and the Apocalyps e.
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4:30-5:30 p.m.

Christopher Tolkien Presentation
Roome
7:00-8:30 p.m.

8. Toi-Clones: Fantasy After Tollden
Chair. Greg Rihn
Panellsts: Peter S. Beagle, Patricia Hodgen.
Christine Lowentrout

·7:00-8:45 p.m.

20. The Image of Home
RoomD
Chair. Vernon Hyles
"Peter Pan: The Lost Last Act" by Michael Foster.
A discussion of the original, rejected,(still
unpublished) conclusion to Peter Pan; the
erstwhile "happy ending".
'The Shire. the Riverbank and the Wide World:
Security vs. Adventure in The Hobbit and The
Wind tn the Willows" by Lois Kuznets. Focuses on
the relationship between Graham and Tolkien and
their conceptions of home.
"All the Comforts: The Image of Home in The
Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings" by Wayne
Hammond. Looks at the role the idea of "home"
plays in Tolkien's books, a la Potter and especially
Grahame; the Home that is always there vs. the
Road that goes ever on.

7:00-8:45 p.m.

33. Mervyn Peake'• World
Room E.
Chair: Sally Jacquelin
"Peake's Perceptions: An Examination of the
Nature of World-creation in the Titus books" by
Tanya Gardiner-Scott. Argues for the centrality of
perception to Peake as an author and artist,
whether self-perception(o r the lack of it) in
characterization or as a tool to make the familiar
seem strange and the strange familiar, ultimately
changing one's perception of reality itself.
'The THING in Titus Groan and Gonnenghasf' by
G. Peter Winnington. Examines Peake's use of The
Thing to embody the concept of freedom and revolt
against the stifling traditions of Gormenghast.
"Double Vision: Peake's Depictions of
Gormenghast" by Iain Beaton. Investigates the
relationship between Peake's drawings and his
verbal descriptions of GormenghasL

Sunday, 26 July 1987
9:45-11.30 a.m.
9. The Hobbit in Relation to Other

Writings
Roome

Chair: David Bratman
as a part of the Red Book of
Westmarch" by Kristen Thompson. Drawing on
"The Hobbit

the newly available evidence of the History of
Middle-earth series, she places The Hobbit in the
context of the whole of Tolkien's work and argues
that it was a turning point in his career.
"Tolkien's Scholarship and The Hobbit" by
Bonniejean Christensen. A study of how Tolkien
used his scholarly work in his creative writings,
in particular his Beowulf essay in The Hobbit.
"The Hobbit considered in relation to Children's
Literature contemporary with its writing and
publication" by Christina Scull. A look at the
context in which The Hobbit first appeared and
offers a survey of other children's books first
published in 1937 to show what Tolkien's book
had in common with them and what things set it
apart.

10:00-11:30 a.m.
21. Narnia

Room D
Chair: Ross Pavlac
"J.R.R. Tolkien: Narnian Exile" by Joe R.
Christopher. Tolkien's attitude towards Narnia
explicated, with special attention to Letters.
"The Wardrobe as Christian Metaphor" by Don
King. Examines Lewis' use of both traditional
Christian metaphors and pagan images in the
Chronicles of Namia, arguing that the wardrobe
itself is the central uniting metaphor throughout
the series.
"The Chronicles of Namta and the Seven
Sacraments" by Jim Pietrusz. Draws attention to
a pattern in Lewis' books for children by exploring
the notion of the Sacraments, why there are seven
of them, and how one specific sacrament is
thematically central to each of the Narnia books.

10:00-11:30 a.m.

34. Myth, History, and Fantasy''
Room E

Chair: Patricia Hodgen
"Historical Origins of Shapeshifter Myths in
Modern Fantasy" by Janice Bogstad. A survey of
lycanthropic legends: how anthropology becomes
fantasy.
"Looking forwards from the Tower: The
Relationship of the Dark Ages in Northern Europe
to Fantasy Literature" by Patricia Reynolds. A
look at the influence of Dark Ages legends,
customs, architecture, and way of life on modem
fantasy. with special attention to The Lord of the
"Ages of Bronze and Iron. Stars an d sun "b'!
Darrell Martin. Historical parallels to Tolkien s
imagined history, comparing the First, Second
and Third Ages of Middle-earth to the Stone,
Bronze and Iron Ages, as well as linking specific
people~. like the Noldor with the Hittites, or the
Ores with the Assyrians.

Rings.

11 :45 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.

10. John Bellairs Question and Answer
Session.
Roome

Interviewers: Beverly DeWeese and Karen Axness.
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3:30-5:00 p.m.
24. E.R. Edcllson
Room D

11 :45 a.m. -12:45 p.m.
22. Collecting Tolkien
RoomD
Chair: Wayne Hammond
Panelists: Christopher Key. Christina Scull,
Charles Noad, Pat Hargis.

11:45 a .m.-12:45 p.m.
35.Parageography
Room E
"Parageography: Some Preparatory Parameters"
by Douglas Parker. Observations upon the science,

or art. of world-creation, from Homer to Tolkien.

2:00-4: 15 p.m.
11. Elves, Hobbits
perspectives on Tolkien
~oom C

and

other

Chair: Dwayne Thorpe
"Fantasy Characterization: The Example of
Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings" by Dwayne
Thorpe. Looks at the special role characterization
plays in fantasy literature and argues that is is
inappropriate to apply to the genre standards
derived from Realistic Writing.
".. .And Yet Not So Many Nor So Fair ...Diminution
and Substitution in The Silmarillion and The
Lord of the Rings" by Lisa Anne Mende. A study of
the Dark Lords and their foes in the First. Second,
and third Ages. concentrating on the
ever-diminishing power and stature of both sides.
with a speculation as to whom the Dark Lord of the
Fourth Age might be.
"There and Back Again: Odysseus and Bilbo
Baggins" by Kenneth J. Reckford. Compares the
heroic journeys of Tolkien's and Homer's heroes,
both in general outline and in specific points,
ending by discussing the growth of the individual
involved.

2:00-3: 15 p.m.
23. George MacDonald
RoomD
Chair: Diana Pavlac
Respondent: Rolland Hein
''The Never-ending Ending in George MacDonald"
by Roderick McGillis . Applies MacDonald's
concept of ending that do not conclude but instead
give us glimpses of what is come beyond the end of
the story to Tolkien.
"George MacDonald and the Self-Reflexive Myth
in Phantastes" by John Pennington.Argues that
Phantastes is a more subtle and carefully
organized piece of art than has usually been
credited.

2:00-3:00 p.m.
36. Fantasy and C&rnival
Room E.
Chair: Gregory Rihn and Janice M. Bogstad.

4:45-6:30 p.m.
Mythopoeic Society Auction
Conference Art Auction
Room C.

Chair: James Lowder
'The Image of Sappho in E.R. Eddison" by Taum
Santoski. The use of Sapphic poetry in Eddison's
novels and their influence on his characterization
of Florinda.
"The Writing of The Mezenttan Gate" by Paul
Thomas. A biographical piece , drawing on
previously unpublished material, focusing on the
last years of Eddison's life and on his unfinished
novel.
"The Ouroboros Principle" by Verlyn Flieger. A
study in and explication of E.R. Eddison's
technique of world interweaving, twentieth
century Earth and Zimiamvia.

3: 15-4: 15 p.m.
37. Early Tollden Fandom
Room E
Chair: S. Gary Hunnewell
Panelists: Jan Howard Finder, Ivor Rogers, Rene
Alper. Glen GoodKnight.

4:30-5:30
40. Reading by John Bellalrs
Room E
Monday, 27 July 1987
9:00-10:00 a.m.
12. Two Approaches to The Silmarillion
RoomC
Chair : Ivor Rogers
"The SUmarUlion as Aristotelian Epic-Tragedy"
by David Greenman" . Attempts to show the
influence of The Poetics on The SUmarillion; how
Tolkien incorporated key ideas from Aristotle.
'The Kindred, Houses, and Population of the Elves
during the First Age" by Tom Loback. A speculative
demographic study of Elven population from
Cuivienen to just prior the Dagor Bragollach.

9 :00-10:00 a.m.
25. Time, Space and Perception in
Peake
RoomD
"Time, Space and Perception in the trilogy of
Mervyn Peake: The Construction of a
Comprehensive Vision" by Sally Jacquelin. How
the characters in the Titus books build up a
comprehensive whole from the scattered
fragments of their individual perceptions of time
and space.

9:00-10:00 a.m.
38. From the Thrice Tenth Realm
Room E.
"From the Thrice Tenth Realm" by Tim Callahan.
The world of the Russian fairy tale: Baba Yaga,
Kusoki the Deathless, and the inevitable Ivan. A
presentation combining a paper, a reading, and a
slide show.

10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
13. The Heroic in Tolkien
RoomC
Chair: John Rateliff
'The Hero and the World: Tolkien's Mythic Hero"
by Vernon Hyles. Using the theories of Raglan,
Campbell and Hassan, a look at Tolkien's
"quadripartite hero"--Aragorn, Frodo, Gandalf,
Sam--and arguing that Aragom and Frodo are
tradition and Gandalf and Sam are more modem.
'William Morris and J.RR Tolkien: Shaping the
Modem Mythic Hero" by Richard Mathews. A look
at the wide variety of heroic types offered by
Morris and Tolkien as they strove to find a new
archetype which would have the resonance of a
traditional hero figure yet close enough to modern
sensibilities for modem readers to understand.
''Turin's Ofermod: Heroes are Dangerous to Have
Around" by Richard C. West. Argues that in the
character of Turin Tolkien presents a
dramatization of his theories on ofermod as
expressed in his essay on the Battle of Maldon.

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
26. Refractions of the Real In Fantasy
RoomD
Chair: Gene Edward Veith
"A Question of Time" by Verlyn Flieger. A startling
expose: not to be missed.
"Dangerous As A Guide to Deeds: Politics in the
Fiction of J.R.R Tolkien" by William Blackbum.
Asserts that the fantasies of literature help
determine the fantasies of politics and that we
would be wise to heed the political implications of
Tolkien's fiction.
"Bearing One Another's Burdens: sacramental
Substitution in the Theology of Charles Williams
and The Lord of the Rings" by Robert Tredray.
Examines incidences in Tolkien of what Williams
called "Substitution", with special attention to
how well events in Tolkien's work match up with
Williams' criteria.

10:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
39. World Creation, Feigned History and
The Inexpressible
Room E
Chair: Roderick McGillis
"Tolkien and William Blake: Romantic World
Creation" by Robley Evans. A look at the Fall in
Blake and The Silmarillion as a process of
division, arguing that The Lord of the Rings show
separation changing into the more positive force
of diversity.
"Children of Mona: Fantasy From the Augustan
Age to the Victorian" by Jared Lobdell. A tracing of
"feigned history" and invented tradition, and their
relationship to fantasy, from Rowland(l 723) to
William Morris.
"The Well at the World's End: Reflections on the
Inexpressible in Fantasy" by Robert Siegel. An
examination of fantasy as reaching towards the
ultimate truth of the human spirit, with particular
reference to Morris and Tolkien.
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An Exhibition of Original Manuscripts

The Lord of the Rings
Farmer Giles of Ham
Mr Bliss
On display in the Department of Special
Collections and University Archives,
Memorial Library, lower level
Monday-Friday 8 am-5pm
Special Mythopoeic Conference Hours
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 5 pm

Drawings,
Watercolors, and Manuscripts
from "The Hobbit"
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Mythcon XVIII Film Program

The theme of this film proj!ram, by the
Ring, is the written word. My long years
as a film and video Junkie has taught me
that the best visual fantasy derives from
written works.
Michael Du Charme
Friday, 24 July 1987
10:00 p.m. The Hobbit ( 1977. 78 minutes)
Animated Rankin & Bass television production
that is quite good, if you can ignore the fact the
characters all look like the actors who do their
voices.
11:30 p.m. The Lord of the Rings (1978, 133

minutes) Original work by J .R.R. Tolkien.
screenplay by Peter Beagle. animation by Ralph
Bakshi. The problems and rewards of bringing
this to the screen will be discussed by Mr. Beagle.
2:00 a.m. 11t.e Return of the King (90 minutes) The
Rankin & Bass capstone to the animated saga of
the Ringbearers. Television production with great
ores.
3:30 a.m. The Curse of the Demon (1957, B & W, 83
minutes) Excellent Jacques Tourneur film of a
monster you mostly don't see. Great cast and lots
of suspense! Based on Casting the Runes by M.R.
James. Saturday, 25 July 1987
10:00p.m. The Last Unicom (1982, 95 minutes)
Wonder evoking tale of the last of magic, adapted
by Peter Beagle from his own novel. Before we run
the film. Mr. Beagle will talk about it.

11:30 p.m. The Plague Dogs (1984, 99 minutes)
Hard to find animated film based on the Richard
Adams novel. Done by the same people who did the
excellent adaptation of his Watershtp Down.
l:UI a.m. The Company of Wolves(l985, 95
minutes) A dream about werewolves and little girls
and deep dark forests. It is not a children's film.
Based upon a story and screenplay by Angela
Carter.
3:00 a.m. The Haunting (1963, 112 minutes) This
has the reputation of being the best ghost story on
film. Directed by Robert Wise from the classic
Shirley Jackson novel. The Haunting of Hill
House.

Sunday, 26 July 1987
10:00 p.m. The Hobbit, a slide presentation by
(British) Tolkien Society member Christina Scull .
bringing
together
numerous
art"istic
interpretations of Tolkien's first classic.
10:30 p.m. Shadowland ( 1987) A film biography of

c.s.

Lewis.

12:00 midnight The Lion, The Witch. and The
Wardrobe (95 minutes) Based on C.S. Lewis' first

book in The Chronicles of Narnia. Animated
version first shown on television.
1:30 a.m. Knightriders (145 minutes) George
Romero's best work. OK, so it's not based on a
written work. but our coordinator said to get
movies with mythic themes---and this is as
mythic as they come. It is much more than knights
on bikes. An SCA-like troupe(with strong
Arthurian overtones) tries to hold on to their way
of life against many challenges.

See you neit year al
The Ni.neteenlh Annual Confuence of the tlytflopoac Society
(11.ytfscon xtX)
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The Fantasy Tradition in America
July 29 - August 1. 1988 ~ Berkeley. California
Ursula K. Le Guin. Writer Guest of Honor
author of Always Coming Home, the Earthsea trilogy and many more

Brian Attebery. Scholar Guest of Honor
author of The Fantasy Traditi.on in American Literature

s..cial aea,ersllip price (aatil .A.•1•st 1st). S21.0I.

laferaatiea: IIJTRCO■ Ill. 90 D Caaiao Real. Berkeley CA 9470)
(er talk te DaYid Brataaa er Eric •-•cller llere at the ceafereaceU
This Program Book was designed and prepared
by Taum Santoski and George Schnobrich.

%-:- Most. of th~ Papers given at the Conference~
will be published 1n tne forthcoming issues of Mythlor0.
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